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Direct numerical simulations have been performed to study the effect of a stationary distribution of
spanwise wall-velocity that oscillates in the streamwise direction on a turbulent boundary layer.
For the first time, a spatially developing flow with this type of forcing is studied. The part of the
boundary layer which flows over the alternating wall-velocity section is greatly affected with a
drag reduction close to 50% which exhibits an oscillatory distribution with a wavenumber which is
twice that of the imposed wall-velocity. The maximum in drag reduction occurs where the wall
velocity is at its maximum (or minimum) and the minimum occurs where the wall velocity is zero.
Comparisons of the mean spanwise velocity profiles with the analytical solution to the laminar
Navier-Stokes equations show very good agreement. The streamwise velocity profile indicates a
thickening of the viscous sub-layer when scaled with the local friction velocity and an upward
shifting of the logarithmic region when scaled with the reference (unmanipulated) friction velocity.
An estimation of the idealized power consumption shows that—with the present wall forcing
magnitude—more energy is required for the spatial oscillation than what is saved by drag
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Controlling turbulence with the ultimate goal of relaminarization has for a long time been (and still is) an engineer’s or
scientist’s dream. Many control strategies have been investigated in the past, both feedback-control techniques1 and openloop in the form of wall motion or body force,2 with a varying
degree of complicated structure of the control forcing. On the
other hand, a number of experimental and numerical studies
have shown that a crude oscillation of the wall actually
decreases the turbulence significantly, and thus also the viscous drag from the fluid flowing over the wall is reduced.
The first studies of turbulent flows over an oscillating
wall were performed numerically using direct numerical simulations (DNS). The geometry of choice in most DNS studies
has been either channel3–9 or pipe flow,5,10–12while experimental work has concentrated on boundary layers13–20 and
pipe flow.21,22 One exception is the work by Yudhistira and
Skote23 which is the only DNS, so far, on turbulent boundary
layer over an oscillating wall.
In most of the numerical work, the wall oscillation is
imposed through a wall velocity (W) in the spanwise direction in the form of
W ¼ Wm sinðxtÞ;

(1)

where Wm is the maximum wall velocity and x is the angular
frequency of the wall oscillation, which is related to the period (T) through x ¼ 2p=T.
The oscillation in time may not be practical to implement in an engineering application which has recently lead
researchers24–26 to consider a steady variation in the streamwise direction along the plate instead of a time-dependent
a)
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forcing. In this case, the wall velocity (W) is imposed in the
form of
W ¼ Wm sinðjxÞ;

(2)

where j is the wavenumber of the spatial oscillation, which
is related to the wavelength (kx) through j ¼ 2p=kx.
The work so far on this type of spatial oscillation has solely
been performed using DNS of channel flow by Viotti et al.24
Quadrio et al.25 have studied (through DNS) the combination of
spatial and temporal wall oscillation (stream-wise travelling
waves) in a channel flow. However, only marginal improvement
on the drag reduction (DR) (compared to the stationary forcing)
was obtained. The theoretical and numerical studies were
recently further developed by Quadrio and Ricco.26
In the present letter, results are presented from the first
investigation of boundary layer flow with a steady spanwise
wall velocity which is varying in the streamwise direction
according to Eq. (2).
The numerical code and grid are the same as in the previous simulation of an oscillating turbulent boundary layer
reported by Yudhistira and Skote,23 who also showed that
the grid is sufficiently fine. The code was developed at KTH,
Stockholm.27 A pseudo-spectral method is employed, with
Fourier discretization used in the streamwise and spanwise
directions, and Chebyshev polynomials in the wall-normal
direction. The simulations start with a laminar boundary
layer at the inflow which is triggered to transition by a random volume force near the wall. A fringe region is added at
the end of the computational domain to enable simulations
of spatially developing flows. In this region, the flow is
forced from the outflow of the physical domain to the inflow.
In this way, the physical domain and the fringe region together satisfy periodic boundary conditions.
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All quantities are non-dimensionalized by the freestream
velocity (U) and the displacement thickness (d*) at the starting position of the simulation (x ¼ 0), where the flow is laminar. The Reynolds number is set by specifying Red ¼ Ud =
 at x ¼ 0. In all the simulations presented here, Red ¼ 450.
The computational box is 600 in simulation length units (d*)
long (including 100 units for the fringe), 30 units high, and
34 units wide.
As the fringe starts at x ¼ 500, we will present results
only up to x ¼ 470 to avoid any upstream influence of the
fringe. The transition region is roughly between x ¼ 5 and
x ¼ 150. Thus, the region of a fully developed turbulent
boundary layer, free from any influence of the numerical
method, is x ¼ 150–470. The Reynolds number based on the
momentum thickness (Reh) is varying between 418 and 750
in this region for the unmanipulated (reference) boundary
layer. In inner scaling (based on the friction velocity at
x ¼ 250), the region amounts to about 7200 wall units.
The code has been modified to allow for a streamwise
modulation of the spanwise wall-velocity, and the implementation is very similar to the one used by Yudhistira and
Skote,23 except that the wall velocity follows a sinuous distribution in the downstream direction (x) according to Eq. (2)
instead of the original time-dependent oscillation described
by Eq. (1).
The resolution used for the simulations were 800 modes
in streamwise direction, 201 modes in wall-normal direction,
and 144 modes in the spanwise direction. This grid size
þ
result in a spatial resolution of DXþ  DZ þ  DYmin
¼ 16  5:1  0:04. Note that unless otherwise stated,
the þ superscript indicates that the quantity is made nondimensional with the friction velocity of the unmanipulated
boundary layer (the reference case), denoted u0s , and the kinematic viscosity ().
The sampling time for the reference case was 6000 in
time units (d*=U), started only after a stationary flow (in the
statistical sense) was reached. In the case with wall forcing,
the total sampling time was 8000.
In the simulation presented here, the maximum wall velocity (Wm) and wavelength (kx) are set to 0.857 and 58.17,
respectively, which in wall units corresponds to kþ
x ¼ 1300
and Wmþ ¼ 17, based on u0s where the wall forcing starts
(x ¼ 250). The wall forcing is applied between x ¼ 250 and
x ¼ 487.2 in simulation coordinates, which corresponds to
four periods, or a total length of applied wall motion of 5300
in wall units. Note that the wall forcing is of the same magnitude as the freestream velocity (Wm ¼ 0.857U) and the flow
thus deviates substantially from the unmanipulated boundary
layer. Further simulations are needed in order to investigate
a much weaker and, hence, more practical wall forcing.
The resulting DR is calculated from
DRð%Þ ¼ 100

C0f  Cf
C0f

;

FIG. 1. Downstream development of the drag reduction. (—) spatial forcing; (- -) temporal forcing (data taken from Ref. 23). Wall velocity is
imposed from x ¼ 250.

substantially larger than the corresponding DR for the temporal oscillation which is 37%. For the
 temporal
 case, the
maximum wall velocity was the same Wmþ ¼ 17 , while the
period was chosen as Tþ ¼ 100. Note that the wall forcing
ends at x ¼ 450 in this case and, hence, the DR reduces from
that point. In the channel flow simulation by Viotti et al.,24
the maximum DR was reported to be 52% with kþ
x ¼ 1250
and Wmþ ¼ 20.
The qualitative similarity between the response to spatial
and temporal forcing, respectively, further strengthen the theory
presented by Viotti et al.24 that the temporal forcing can be
translated to spatial forcing by using a convection velocity of
the near-wall turbulence fluctuations (denoted U þ
w ) which
relates the oscillation period and wave length through
þ þ
kþ
x ¼ U w T . For a direct comparison between the present spatial case and a temporal simulation, Tþ would be set to 130 if
28
the estimated value of U þ
w ¼ 10 found in the literature is used.
The spatial oscillation observed in the DR (the solid line
in Fig. 1) is statistically stationary and correlates with the
wall velocity oscillation. To further investigate, the DR taken
from two equal time intervals (4000 each in simulation units,
which corresponds to about 4500 in viscous units) are shown
in Fig. 2 together with the wall velocity (with a value of
40 added in order to fit in the scale of the figure). The difference in DR from the two intervals is at most 1.5% which indicates that the DR is statistically converged. The phase and
amplitude remain the same for the two intervals which demonstrate that the oscillation of the DR is not a transient phenomenon. The DR exhibits an oscillatory distribution with a
wavenumber which is twice of the wall-velocity. When comparing the DR with the wall velocity oscillation, it becomes

(3)

where C0f is the skin friction of the reference case and is
shown in Fig. 1 (solid line). The downstream development of
the DR is similar to the temporal oscillating case23 (dashed
line in Fig. 1). However, the maximum DR is 46% which is

FIG. 2. Drag reduction statistics from two equal time intervals (- -) and
(-  -). Wall velocity W þ 40 (—).
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FIG. 3. Instantaneous velocity fields in a plane parallel to the wall at a distance y ¼ 0.5, corresponding to yþ ¼ 11 (based on u0s ) from the unmanipulated boundary layer (top) and the oscillating case (middle) forced with the
wall velocity distribution (bottom). The dark gray indicates low-speed
regions and lighter shades indicate high-speed patches. In viscous units, the
part shown is 770 wide and 2500 long. The flow is from left to right.

apparent (Fig. 2) that the maximum in DR occurs where the
wall velocity is at its maximum (or minimum) and that the
minimum in DR is correlated to the positions where the wall
velocity is zero.
Some insight into the oscillating behavior of the DR can
be obtained by studying a snapshot of the turbulent velocity
field. In Fig. 3, the streamwise velocity fluctuations in the
unmanipulated boundary layer are shown in the top figure.
The streamwise extent is the same as in Fig. 2, while the
whole spanwise width of the computational domain is
shown. The long streaky low-speed regions are clearly visible (the darker shaded areas in Fig. 3). The same domain is
shown for the oscillating case in the middle figure together
with the wall-velocity distribution in the bottom figure. The
low-speed streaks are disappearing in the region corresponding to maximum and minimum wall velocity and reappear
(albeit oblique) around the parts where the wall velocity is
zero. Hence, the maximum DR coincides with the weakening
of turbulence structures and the minimum in DR corresponds
to the reappearance of low-speed streaks.
The streamwise velocity profile at x ¼ 424 is shown in
viscous scaling in Fig. 4. The velocity profile scaled with the
actual us follows the linear profile (uþ ¼ yþ) close to the
wall. A thickening of the viscous sub-layer is observed (compared to the reference velocity profile). This was also
observed in the channel flow24 profiles. The thickening is
larger in actual (physical) y-coordinates since us is lower in
the reference case.
When the same velocity profile is scaled with u0s , the
profile collapses with the reference profile in the outer
region. In the small (due to the low Reynolds number) logarithmic region, the profile is shifted upward in the wall forcing case.
The Reynolds stresses behave in the same way as
reported from the temporal case.23 However, the maximum
decreases even further by 39%, 29%, and 52% for the longitudinal (rms-value), normal (rms-value), and shear Reynolds
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FIG. 4. Velocity profile at x ¼ 424. (—) unmanipulated boundary layer; (- -)
wall forcing case scaled with actual us; ð  Þ wall forcing case scaled with
1
ln yþ þ 5:1.
u0s ; (-  -) uþ ¼ yþ, and uþ ¼ 0:41

stresses, respectively, while the corresponding values from
Ref. 23 were 33%, 22%, and 40%.
From channel flow simulations,24 the near-wall spanwise velocity profiles were reported to follow the analytical
solution to the laminar Navier-Stokes equations. The analytical solution was derived24,26 using the assumption of a thin
spatial Stokes layer (SSL) and may be written as



iy
wðx; yÞ ¼ Cx < expðijxÞAi  ei4=3p ;
(4)
dx
where Cx is a normalization constant and j ¼ 2p=kx is the
forcing wave number. Ai is the Airy function and the thickness of the SSL is described by
 2 1=3
 kx
:
dx ¼
u2s 2p

(5)

Note that dx varies downstream in a boundary layer flow
unlike in the channel flow geometry. Expressed in wall units,
1=3
þ
. We also note in
Eq. (5) can be written as dþ
x ¼ ðkx =2pÞ
Eq. (4) that the x-coordinate is scaled with j and the y-coordinate is scaled with dx and thus we can form the non-dimensional vertical coordinate g ¼ y=dx.
The profiles from Eq. (4) are compared with the DNS
data at three points where the wall velocity is at its maximum
and minimum levels, and zero, respectively. As the results in
Fig. 5 indicate, the overlap is very good. Thus, even in the
boundary layer flow, where the flow is inhomogeneous in the
downstream direction, the spanwise velocity profile follows
the prediction derived from the laminar equations.
Lastly, the energy saving due to DR is compared to the
energy required to move the wall by estimating the idealized
power consumption, following the derivation by Quadrio
et al.25 and extended to boundary layer flow. The percentage
saved power Psav is equal to the percentage of friction DR
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FIG. 5. Spanwise velocity profiles from three points where the wall velocity
is at its maximum and minimum levels, and zero, respectively. (—) DNS;
(- -) from Eq. (4). Note that the mirror image for the zero velocity profile is
omitted.

(Eq. (3)), and integrated over a distance with approximately
constant DR and integer number of periods (in this case
x ¼ 340–456). The required percentage power Preq is similarly defined in terms of the friction power of the reference
flow and may be written as

ð
ð
@w
ðu0s Þ2 Udx:
(6)
Preq ¼   Wdx
@y y¼0
The net percentage power saving is defined as
Pnet ¼ Psav þ Preq and is calculated to be 19% for the case
presented here. Thus, the power needed to drive the wall in
the spanwise direction is greater than the power saved by
streamwise DR. These results are consistent with the channel
flow simulations25 which indicate a Pnet of 35% for a similar j as in the present investigation and with Wmþ ¼ 12. The
results presented by Viotti et al.24 showed that Pnet becomes
positive
(up
 þ
 to 23%) for lower amplitudes of the forcing
Wm ¼ 6 . Future simulations will hopefully confirm that
the trend is similar for the turbulent boundary layer flow.
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